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Jonathan Haidt
Happiness comes from Between

 The Happiness Hypothesis is that Happiness comes from Between 
(person and environment)

Religion versus science on the topic of  meaning

 Many spiritual traditions propose that meaning and purpose come 
from within – the meaning of  life is a given

 There are many who perceive in the pursuit of  meaning and purpose 
within the material world

 For Haidt it comes from the relationship between our inner being 
and the outer world

 Haidt drew his conclusions from scientific research



Review of PERMA

Positive Emotions

Engagement (Achieving Flow)

 Positive Relationships

Meaning (and Purpose)

Accomplishment

Purpose of this session is 

 Bringing the Elements of PERMA together

 Showing that love is the cornerstone of a happy life



Review of Seligman’s PERMA theory

Originally Seligman focused on 
the first three elements of PERMA 
(Positive Emotion, Engagement, Relationships 

Research demonstrated that 
‘Meaning’ and ‘Accomplishment’ 
should be included in a theory of Happiness

The research also indicated that it was more accurate to 
focus on well-being and flourishing rather than happiness, 
which is often associated with positive emotions, pleasure 
and fun. 



Meaning – the M in PERMA
Seligman is quite vague when it come to meaning, which 
he described in the following terms

 When people feel that life’s worth living they say their life has meaning

 The opposite is also true; meaning is essential for happiness

 Serving and belonging to something that you believe is bigger than yourself

 Meaning is subjective but it’s also interdependent or shared

 Meaning can be shared within a group or even across groups

 Meaning contributes to well-being

 Meaning is often pursued for it’s own sake



Topics in the Happiness Hypothesis
relating to Meaning 

The Question? 

Love and Work

Vital Engagement

Integrated Personality 
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